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Dave Brown wrote that the view of autumn color from the top of the Fine Tower
on Oct. 25 after the Harvard game was superb. We won’t dwell on the earlier
afternoon’s field events, but he reports that spirits were provided and thereby sprits
were revived for many classmates, kin and friends of the class. In addition to Jean
and Dave, the following shared tears, food, drink and camaraderie: Stephanie and
Bill Close, Patty and Don Conover, Jay Cooper and extended family, Kathy and
Dick Corkhill, Louise and Fred Crispin, Bob Davis, Frank Decker, Janet and
Cowles Herr, Ned Jannotta, Liane and Tony Kohn with Harry, Deb and Fred
Lawrence, Peter Paul, Lynn Parry, Mimi and Frank Phillips, Barbara and Jim
Saffery, Mary Ellen and Tom Voorhees, Sue and Dave West, and Pat and Steve
Waterbury. DeNunzio and Milberg were also seen on the premises,
Don and Nancy Dwight have sold their Boston apartment and consolidated their
lives at Palmetto Bluff in Bluffton, SC. “We’ve traded the cold winters for
southern living – and appreciably less complexity. My New England roots run too
deep to abandon MA and NH completely, so I’m counting that frequent visits,
especially with our newspaper interests in the two states, will keep me current.” He
sent his best to Heyniger, Hiser, Pytte and me at Kendal, having once lived just
up the road in Lyme, NH.
Dean Pringle of Louisville, KY finds it hard to believe that 2014 was his 18 th year
of retirement from BF Goodrich. Persistent “A-fibs” have reduced his mobility and
travel opportunities, and he has missed the last several autumn minis attended by
his ’53 chums Dave Brown, Conover, Kohn, Saffery, Voorhees and Wei.

My notes remind me that Ted McClain, MD was remarried a year ago to Delores
Riddle. Hearty, albeit belated, best wishes from 1953.
I am sorry to advise that William C. Osgood of Framingham, MA died on August
29, 2014.

